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1 This   book,   which   explores   the
relationship   between   linguistic   and
disciplinary   knowledge,   belongs   to   the
“New   Perspectives   on   Language   and
Education” series co-edited by two major
professors  of   language-in-education,  Viv
Edwards, from the University of Reading,
United  Kingdom,  and  Phan  Le  Ha,   from
the University of Hawaii at Manoa, United
States.   Alissa   Hartig’s   study   is   truly
international   in   scope:   it   examines   the
development   of   international   students’
legal  writing  competence,  builds  on  her
in-depth   knowledge   of   disciplinary
language  and  content,  reflects  her  acute
engagement   in   the   international   legal
English research community, particularly
legal   writing,   and   aims   at   enriching










framework,   while   the   second   consists   in   an   analysis   of   the   students’   linguistic
productions.
3 The   first  chapter  elucidates   the  main  ESP  concepts.  Hartig  distinguishes  discourse-









national   context,   taking   the   example   of   France   where   law   reasoning   is   taught
differently  at  Sciences-Po  and  HEC.  She  then  presents  research  on  how  experts  and
subexperts solve a legal issue differently, suggesting that legal English requires some
degree   of   expertise   in   law.   Hartig   presents   the   IRAC   (Issue,   Rule,   Application,
Conclusion)  model  used  at  US  law  schools  to  teach  legal  reasoning.  The  structure  of
memoranda is commonly presented as follows: Question, Short answer, Statement of
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their  prior   legal  training  knowledge  and  presents  the  two  models  that   incorporate
language and disciplinary knowledge in ESP for law. The first favours the learning of
general syntactic structures and specialised vocabulary, thus reducing legal language to
lexico-grammatical   features.   The   second,   centred   on   the   acquisition   of   linguistic
concepts,   legal  concepts  and   legal  culture,   is  more   comprehensive.  Therefore,   the
development of legal literacy can be said to be deeply rooted in a discipline and a local
legal culture.
6 The   third  chapter  addresses  methodological   issues.  Content-Based   Instruction   (CBI)
was chosen as it helps connect language and legal concepts. CBI has been applied in
several   areas   of   Second   Language   Acquisition,   particularly   to   a   “common   core”
approach to genre, but much less so in ESP. The chosen discourse-structuring concept
is   stare  decisis,   the  doctrine   according   to  which  precedent  binds   any   future   legal
decision, in the context of a legal writing course on the genre of the legal memorandum
in  a  common  law  jurisdiction.  Precedent  is  a  discourse-structuring  concept  for  both
linguists and lawyers, while discourse-relevant concepts are more strictly the domain




the   lawyer   acts   for   the   defendant   or   the   plaintiff.   Therefore,   students   may






CBI  course  consisted  of  a  presentation  of  a  concept  and  of  some  discourse-analysis
activities   through   in-class  pair-work.  Students  were  presented  with   the   theoretical




section   of   the   legal  memorandum.  The   CBI   course  was   supplemented   by  weekly
meetings that were audio and video recorded. Language professors asked law Teaching





of   learning   is  worth   investigating.  Learner  engagement   is  also  considered   through
activity theory (Lantolf & Pavlenko 2001) which seeks to understand what an activity
means to the individual. Four main participants were selected from two non-common
law  countries,  China  and  Saudi  Arabia,  and  were  observed  from  a  variety  of  angles,
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which  she  expected  to  find  the  statutes,  and  being  unwilling  to  accept  any  negative
feedback on her rule statement, to gradually improving her grasp of the genre. She was
also  more   confidently   interacting  with  other   students   and  with  Hartig,   and  kept




and   quantitative   transformation   of   the   learner,   effectively   making   Hong   more






concept  of  stare decisis through  her background  study  of  common  law  in  China.  This
chapter focuses on the genre of the rule application paragraph. At first, Weixin failed to
understand the rules of the genre and merely quoted irrelevant case law. The following
assignment  showed   inconsistencies.  Weixin,  who  seemed   to  be  obsessed  with   form
and unable to focus on content, relied on rule statements instead of writing conclusions
aimed at a client; she copied and pasted whole sections of precedent cases with little
coherence.  Though  a   language   lesson  on  comparisons  helped,  Weixin’s  writing  still
lacked  homogeneity  at  the  end  of  the  semester.  She  kept  misunderstanding  the  fact
that   the  memo  was  aimed  at  a  senior   lawyer  rather   than  at  a  client,   the  point  of
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derive  a  rule  from  a  case,  but  then  missed  some  deadlines.  Overall,  he  acquired  the





difficult  to  distinguish  such   legal  categories  as  elements,  crime,  and   factors  and  to
decide which details from unredacted cases taken from legal data bases were relevant.
Another  difficulty  came   from  her  confusing  prepositions.  She  also   framed  her   first
memorandum for herself rather than for a client, not following the conventions of the
genre.   Hartig   then   presents   Alima’s   efforts   to   cope   with   her   difficulties   in
understanding  the  genre,  focusing  on   irrelevant  details,  being   lost   in  a  twelve-page
case, and missing some key vocabulary. Alima failed to transfer structure across memo
paragraphs, as she wrote them with no clear holding sentence, until Hartig pointed the








13 The  conclusion,   spanning  across  chapter  eight  and  a   section  entitled  “conclusion”
examines how different learners engage differently in local discourse practices. Hong
immersed in the role play and significantly improved her writing as she was learning to
distance  herself  from  her  prior  training.  Weixin  stuck  to  a  binary  approach  towards
language  correctness,  which  hindered  her  progress.  Bader  internalised  and  used  the
constraints  of  the  genres  for  making  meaning.  Alima  was  not  interested  in  the  non-
strictly   linguistic  aspects  of  the  tasks.  Learners’  cultural  and   linguistic  backgrounds
both  helped  and   interfered   in   the  development  of   their   legal  writing.  Professional
experience  and  legal  training  influenced  task  performance.  The content  of  the  legal
writing course seemed irrelevant to those students who had no intention to stay in the
US.  Emotions  also  played  a  role   in  competence  development.  Hartig  notes  that  the
learners  showed  some  resistance   towards  certain  structural   features  of   the  genres,
whose rationales had to be explained.
14 The author also reflects on her own transformations as an instructor and calls for more
action-research   on   other  discourse-structuring   concept,  more   cognitive   linguistics
studies of genres, more law faculty engagement towards local writing practices. To her
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mind, learners seem to misunderstand important concepts and even their discipline as
a  whole,  which  she  sees  as  problematic.  She  also  notices  major   lexico-grammatical









ESP   in  general,  she  makes  repeated  references  to  Howe’s  warning  “not  to  tread  on
lawyers’ land” (Howe 1993: 152). Before she started working on the study which led to
the book, she had attended two semesters of the legal writing class, had already worked
on  the  legal  cases  she  used  in  her  course,  and  had  co-authored  an  online  course  on
common law analysis and language.
16 Paradoxically, such close cooperation at local level that makes teaching so coherent is
also   the  main  weakness  of   the  project.  Language   seems   to  be  considered  here  as
subservient   to   the  overarching  objective  of  helping  students   integrate   into   the  US
lawyers’  community.  On  reading  the  four  participants’  profiles,  though,  one  realises
that  none  of  them  saw  themselves  as  part  of  such community,  but  intended  instead
mostly   to  go  back   to   their   country  and  work   in   transnational  organisations.  The
pedagogic   intervention   thus   failed   to   take   into   account   the   concept   of   imagined
communities  (Norton  2001)  which  would  have  been  fruitful  here  to  anticipate  non-
participation. In the chapter entitled “implications for research and teaching” Hartig
recognises that the course could have been more internationally focused, and suggests
that  the  potential   international  students  offer   in  an  “internationalisation  at  home”
perspective (Wächter 2003) has failed to be explored. The IntlUni Erasmus project, an





develop  measures   to  manage  and   leverage  diversity   in  order   to  help  all  actors
increase their awareness of the effects of cultural diversity in the multilingual and
multicultural   learning  space  and  move  towards   intercultural   learning  outcomes.
(Lauridsen & Lillemose 2015: 12) 
17 and
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